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In this paper, a rough surface is modeled as an array of asperi
represented by spheres with different radii and heights to be a
to calculate the deformation (elastic, elastic-plastic, and plas
at each asperity in contact. The total contact area and the to
load carried are calculated by summarizing respectively the c
tact area and the load carried by each individual asperity (det
ministic model). This model will diminish the assumption of
average asperity radius and enable one to calculate the contac
non-Gaussian surface more precisely. Further, in this paper,
deterministic model is used to analyze the contact behavior
rough surface against a flat layered surface by modeling the
layered surface as a solid that has effective mechanical prope
as a function of indentation depth.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1866163#

1 Introduction
The work of Greenwood and Williamson@1# in studying the

contact of two nominally flat surfaces in an elastic contact sit
tion has been extended by Zhao et al.@2# by incorporating the
contribution of elastic-plastic and fully plastic contact situation
These two models represent a rough surface as an array of as
ties with the same radius and the asperity heights are assum
vary randomly following the Gaussian distribution. In reality, t
radius of each asperity is not the same and, in many cases
asperity height distribution does not follow the Gaussian distri
tion. In this paper, a rough surface is modeled as an array
asperities represented by spheres with different radii and hei
~deterministic model!. Once the data of the radius and height
each single asperity is obtained, one can determine the numb
asperities in contact, the contact area, and the load carried by
asperity as a function of the separation. The total contact area
the total load can be calculated by summarizing, respectively,
contact area and the load carried by each individual asperity.
present model will diminish the assumption of an average rad
@1,2# and enable one to calculate the contact of non-Gaus
surfaces more accurately.

Gao et al.@3# derived an analytical solution to calculate a
effective Poisson’s ratio of a layered surface. Further, by adop
the work of Gao et al.@3#, Swain and Mecik@4# proposed a simple
equation, which has been validated experimentally by them
calculate an effective Young’s modulus of a layered surface.
effective hardness of a layered surface can be calculated usin
equation proposed by Bhattacharaya and Nix@5#, which was ob-
tained by fitting the finite element simulations they performe
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Since the three mechanical properties of a layered surfaceveff
@3#, Eeff @4#, and Heff @5#! can be determined as a function o
indentation depth, a flat layered surface can be modeled as a
which has an effective elasticity modulus@3#, effective hardness
@4#, and effective Poisson ratio@5# as a function of indentation
depth. This will allow one to treat the contact of a rough surfa
with a flat layered surface like the contact of a rough surface w
a flat surface in which the mechanical properties of the flat surf
are varied as a function of indentation depth, as will be discus
in the following section.

2 Deterministic Contact Model
Supposei numbers the asperities present at a rough surface.

assumed in this paper that the asperities, at least near the sum
are spherical and the interactions among the neighboring con
ing asperities are neglected. The asperities have different r
(b i) and height (zi) and their heights are measured from the me
height plane~see Fig. 1!. When the rough surface approaches
flat surface, some asperities might have contact with the flat
face ~if zi.d) and some might not~if zi,d), depending on the
separation~d! of the two surfaces~see Fig. 1!. Assuming that the
deformation solely occurs at asperity level, the local indentat
depth of each asperity (v i) is determined by

v i5zi2d (1)

Depending on the indentation depth of each asperity (v i) , the
contact situation can be elastic, elastic-plastic, or fully plastic. T
critical indentation depth (vc1) at which the contact condition
changes from the elastic to the elastic-plastic contact situa
~onset of yielding! was defined by Greenwood and Williamson@1#
based on the work of Tabor@6# as

vc150.89bS H

E* D 2

(2)

and

E* 5
E1E2

E1~12v2
2!1E1~12v1

2!
(3)

whereb is the radius of the asperity,H is the hardness,E* is the
reduced elasticity modulus of the two surfaces in contact,E is the
elasticity modulus,v is the Poisson ratio, and the subscripts 1 a
2 denote the two bodies in contact.

Further indentation after the onset of yielding will lead to
elastic-plastic contact situation. The range of the elastic-pla
contact area is significant and the critical indentation depth (vc2)
at which the transition of the elastic-plastic to the fully plas
contact situation occurs is a few times more than the onse
yielding:

vc25cvc1 (4)

Based on Johnson@7#, Zhao et al.@2# derived that the fully
plastic contact condition will occur when the indentation depth
more than 54 times the onset of the first yielding (c554). Ac-
cording to Kogut and Etsion@8#, based on the finite element simu
lations performed by them, constantc in Eq. ~4! can be about 110.
Indeed, a different value for the constantc will certainly lead to a
significant difference in calculating the contact area and the l
carried by the asperities. Recently, Jackson and Green@9# pro-
posed a new equation in calculating the contact area of a sp
pressed against a rigid flat surface. The proposed equation is
based on the finite element simulations they performed. Depe
ing on the penetration depth, the contact area calculated by u
the model of Jackson and Green@9# shows about a 0% to 20%
difference from the contact area calculated using the mode
Zhao et al.@2#. However, Jackson and Green@9# also reported in
their paper that they observed an error up to 17% between
contact area obtained from their finite element simulation and
analytical Hertzian solution. This error is in the range of diffe

4;
ng.
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Fig. 1 Contact model of a rough surface with a flat surface
n

has
pth
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ur-
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ence between the contact area calculated with the model of Z
et al. @2# and the contact area calculated with the model of Ja
son and Green@9#. Therefore, in this paper, with the aboveme
tioned reason and simplicity reason, the calculation of the con
area is carried out based on the work of Zhao et al.@2#.

The contact area of each asperity (Ai) at elastic (Aie), elastic-
plastic (Aiep) or fully plastic (Aip) contact situation can be calcu
lated as

Ai~v i!5H Aie~v i! if v i,vc1~v i!

Aiep~v i! if vc1~v i!,v i,vc2~v i!

Aip~v i! if vc2~v i!,v i

(5)

where

Aie~v i!5pb iv i (6)

Aiep~v i!5pbv iF122S v i2vc1

vc22vc1
D 3

13S v i2vc1

vc22vc1
D 2G (7)

Aip~v i!52pb iv i (8)

The load carried by each asperity (Pi) at elastic (Pie), elastic-
plastic (Piep) of fully plastic (Pip) contact situation can be calcu
lated as:

Pi~v i!5H Pie~v i! if v i,vc1~v i!

Piep~v i! if vc1~v i!,v i,vc2~v i!

Pip~v i! if vc2~v i!,v i

(9)

where

Pie5
4
3E* b i

0.5v i
1.5 (10)

Piep5FH20.6H
ln vc22 ln v i

ln vc22 ln vc1
GAiep (11)

Pip5HAip (12)

The total contact area (Atot) and the total load carried (Ptot) can be
calculated by summing up the individual contact areas and
loads carried by each individual asperity:
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Atot5(
i

Ai ; Ptot5(
i

Pi (13)

3 Contact of a Rough Surface With a Flat Layered
Surface

In this paper, a layered surface is modeled like a solid that
effective mechanical properties as a function of indentation de
by assuming that the layer is perfectly bounded to the subst
~see Fig. 2!. The effective mechanical properties of a layered s
face vary as a function of indentation depth and the values
these properties range between the value of the layer itself an
the substrate.

The effective Poisson’s ratio (veff) @3#, the effective elasticity
modulus (Eeff) @4#, and the effective hardness (Heff) @4# of a lay-
ered surface can be calculated respectively as follows:

veff~v i!5vs1~v l2vs!I 1~j~v i!! (14)

Eeff~v i!5Es1~El2Es!I 0~j~v i!! (15)

Fig. 2 Contact model of a rough surface with a flat layered
surface
Transactions of the ASME



Heff~v i!5

Hs1~H l2Hs!expS 2
sylEs

sysEl
S v i

t D 2D if Hs.H l

(16)
5 Hs1~H l2Hs!expS 2
~H l /Hs!

~syl /sys!~Eyl /Eys!
0.5 S v i

t D D if H l.Hs
s
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I 1~j~v i!!5
2

p
tan21~j~v i!!1

j~v i!

p
ln

11j~v i!
2

j~v!2
(17)

I 0~j~v i!!5
2

p
tan21~j~v i!!1

1

2p~12veff!
F ~1

22veff!j~v i!ln
11j~v i!

2

j~v i!
2

2
j~v i!

11j~v i!
2G (18)

and

j~v i!5
t

a~v i!
(19)

a~v i!5b0.5v i
0.5 (20)

whereH is the hardness,E is the Young’s modulus,sy is the yield
stress of the material,v is the indentation depth,t is the layer
thickness, and subscript s and l refer to substrate and layer, re
tively.

By inserting the three mechanical properties of the layered
face (veff , Eeff , and Heff) into Eqs.~5! and ~9! (v2 replaced by
veff , E2 replaced byEeff , andH2 replaced byHeff), one can cal-
culate the contact of a rough surface against a flat layered sur
Journal of Tribology
pec-

ur-

ace.

4 Results and Discussions

4.1 Contact of a Rough Surface With a Flat Surface. To
compare the statistical model of Zhao et al.@2# with the determin-
istic model~present model!, two different surfaces are generate
with surface parameters as shown in Table 1. These surfaces
sist of asperities with different radii (b i) and the heights (zi) vary
from a mean height plane~see Fig. 3!. The radius and the heights
of each asperity are determined based on the work of Greenw
@10# using a five-point summit. Suppose these two rough surfa
(E5210 GPa,H57.6 GPa,v50.3) are brought into contact with
a flat surface (E5210 GPa,H57.6 GPa,v50.3, respectively!.
The dimensionless separation (d/s) as a function of dimension-
less load (Ptot /(AnomE* )) calculated by the present model and th
model of Zhao et al.@2# are presented in Fig. 4.

Table 1 Surface parameters of the two surfaces used
Fig. 3 The asperity height distribution and radius distribution of the two surfaces, i.e., radius
ratio „b i Õbavg… as a function of normalized height „zi Õss…
APRIL 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 453
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the deterministic model and the statistical model for the two surfaces in
contact with a flat surface „without layer … „a… case 1 and „b… case 2 „see Table 1 …
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It is clear from Fig. 4 that for the two cases studied in th
paper, the results obtained with the deterministic model and
statistical model show a significant difference and for the n
Gaussian surface~case 2! the difference in calculating the separ
tion is more pronounced. This is due to the fact that the asper
have different radii~see Fig. 3!, each asperity has its own trans
tion from elastic to plastic contact conditions and, by this, ob
ously for the same indentation depth, the load carried and
contact area calculated by the statistical model and the deter
istic model will reveal different values.

4.2 Contact of a Sphere With a Flat Layered Surface.
The present model, where the flat layered surface is modeled
solid with effective mechanical properties, is used to simulate
experimental conditions performed by Sherbiney@11# and the nu-
merical simulation~finite element method! performed by Tang
and Arnell @12#. Sherbiney@11# performed an experiment on
steel ball ~b512.75 mm, E5210 GPa, H57.6 GPa, v50.3)
pressed against a flat lead layer (t51.2mm, E518 GPa, H
50.17 GPa,v50.35) deposited on a mild steel substrateE
5140 GPa,H51.86 GPa,v50.3). Tang and Arnell@10# per-
formed finite element simulations of a diamond indenter~b5100
mm, E51140 GPa,v50.07) pressed against a ceramic layert
51 mm, E5400 GPa,H521 GPa,v50.3) on a steel substrat
(E5200 GPa,H57.6 GPa,v50.07).

In Fig. 5, the normal approach as a function of load for the c
27, APRIL 2005
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of Sherbiney@11# and the normal load as a function of indentatio
depth according to Arnell and Tang@12# are calculated with the
present model and the results are plotted together with the ex
mental data@11# and the numerical simulation results@12# ob-
tained by them.

Figure 5 clearly shows that the present model is in good ag
ment with the experimental results reported by Sherbiney@11# and
the finite element simulation presented by Tang and Arnell@12#.
Therefore, this simple model of a sphere in contact with a
layered surface can be extended to the contact of a rough su
against a flat layered surface, assuming that the interactions
tween the neighboring asperities are negligible.

4.3 Contact of a Rough Surface With a Flat Layered Sur-
face. Suppose a flat surface (E5210 GPa, H57.6 GPa, v
50.3) is covered with lead layer of varying thickness (E
518 GPa,H50.17 GPa,v50.35). If this flat layered surface is
brought into contact with the two rough surfaces listed in Tabl
(E5210 GPa,H57.6 GPa,v50.3), the dimensionless separatio
(d/s) and the dimensionless contact area (At /Anom) as a function
of dimensionless load@Ptot /(Et50* Anom)# for these two cases ar
shown in Fig. 6.

As shown in Fig. 6, when the flat surface is coated by a le
layer with certain thickness, the value of the dimensionless se
ration as a function of the dimensionless load of the layered s
tem is between the value of the system without a layer and
Fig. 5 The comparison between the measurements performed by Sherbiney †11‡ „a… and the FEM simulation
carried out by Tang and Arnell †12‡ „b… with the calculated results using the present model. „The units along
the axis are according to the literature data †11,12‡.…
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 6 Dimensionless separation „d Õs… and dimensionless contact area „A t ÕA nom … as a function of dimen-
sionless load „Ptot Õ„EtÄ0* Anom …… for different thicknesses „t … of the lead layer on a flat surface in contact with
the surfaces, case 1 and case 2 „see Table 1 …
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system with a very thick layer (t5`). These results also show
that the effect of the substrate is less as the penetration of
asperities into the layer is less as well.

5 Conclusions
A deterministic contact model of a rough surface against a

layered surface has been presented. As for the case of a s
pressed against a flat layered surface~single asperity model!, the
proposed model shows good agreement with the experimenta
numerical results, and one can extend the single asperity mod
calculate the contact of a rough surface with a flat layered sur
by analyzing the contact of each individual asperity~deterministic
model!. The deterministic contact model allows one to analyze
contact of non-Gaussian surfaces and diminish the assumptio
an average asperity radius, which makes the calculation of
contact area and the load carried more accurate. The same m
can be applied to ellipsoids@13,14# instead of spheres.
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